Introduction
Let R be an integral domain. Two elements x, y ∈ R are said to have a greatest common divisor (for short a GCD) if there exists an element d ∈ R such that d | x, y (or dR ⊇ xR, yR) and for all r ∈ R dividing x, y (or rR ⊇ xR, yR) we have r | d (or rR ⊇ dR). A GCD of two elements x, y, if it exists, is unique up to a unit and will be denoted by GCD(x, y). Following Kaplansky [27, page 32] , in part, we say that R is a GCD domain if any two nonzero elements of R have a GCD. For a more detailed treatment of greatest common divisors the reader is referred to [27, page 32] .
Of course if d is a GCD of x, y then x = x 1 d and y = y 1 d where GCD(x 1 , y 1 ) = 1. Here GCD(x 1 , y 1 ) = 1 signifies the fact that every common factor of x 1 , y 1 is a unit (i.e. if tR ⊇ x 1 R, y 1 R then t is a unit). Now a PID R is slightly more refined than a GCD domain in that for every pair of nonzero ideals aR, bR, we have a unique ideal dR with aR + bR = dR where d is a GCD of a, b; a = a 1 d, b = b 1 d and a 1 R + b 1 R = R. So dR can be regarded as the GCD of aR, bR. Note that in our PID example the principal ideals aR, bR are invertible and that a Prüfer domain is a domain in which every nonzero finitely generated ideal is invertible. If we regard, for every pair of invertible ideals A and B of a Prüfer domain R, the invertible ideal C = A + B as the GCD of A and B we find that C ⊇ A, B. Hence, R ⊇ AC −1 = A 1 , BC −1 = B 1 and so A = A 1 C, B = B 1 C where A 1 + B 1 = R. Thus, in a Prüfer domain each pair of invertible ideals has the GCD of sorts. Now in GCD domains various types of unique factorization have been studied, see for instance Dan Anderson's recent survey [1] . The aim of this note is to bring to light similar unique factorizations of those ideals that behave like invertible ideals of Prüfer domains.
It was shown in [35] that in a GCD domain R a principal ideal xR has finitely many minimal primes if and only if xR can be uniquely expressed as a product xR = (x 1 R)(x 2 R) . . . (x n R) where each of x i R has a unique minimal prime and x i are coprime in pairs. A GCD domain in which every proper principal ideal has finitely many minimal primes was called a unique representation domain (URD) and a nonzero principal ideal with a unique minimal prime ideal was called a packet in [35] . Following the terminology of [35] an invertible integral ideal I in a Prüfer domain will be called a packet if I has a unique minimal prime and a Prüfer domain R a URD if every proper invertible ideal of R is uniquely expressible as a product of mutually comaximal packets. One aim of this note is to show that if X is an invertible ideal in a Prüfer domain such that the set Min(X) of minimal primes of X is finite then X is expressible (uniquely) as a product of mutually comaximal packets. This may be used to describe the factorization of invertible ideals of Prüfer domains in which every invertible ideal has at most a finite number of minimal primes. This class includes the Prüfer domains of finite character and the so called generalized Dedekind domains. Our immediate plan is to give a more general definition of URD's, start with a notion that generalizes both Prüfer and GCD domains, prove analogues of results on URD's for this generalization and show that results on GCD and Prüfer domains follow from this. The domains that generalize both GCD and Prüfer domains are called Prüfer v-multiplication domains (PVMD's) by some and t-Prüfer or pseudo Prüfer by others. Once that is done we shall look into generalizations of this kind of unique factorization of ideals. This will make the presentation a bit repetitive but in the presence of motivation the reader will find the paper more readable.
Before we indicate our plan it seems pertinent to provide a working introduction to the notions that we shall use in this paper.
Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K and F (R) the set of nonzero fractional ideals of R. A star operation * on R is a map F (R) → F (R), I → I * , such that the following conditions hold for each 0 = a ∈ K and for each I, J ∈ F (R):
(i) R * = R and (aI) * = aI * ; (ii) I ⊆ I * , and I ⊆ J ⇒ I * ⊆ J * ; (iii) I * * = I * .
For standard material about star operations, see Sections 32 and 34 of [21] . For our purposes we note the following.
to the * -multiplication, i.e., (II −1 ) * = R. If * is a star operation of finite type, then a * -invertible ideal is * -finite. For concepts related to star invertibility and the w-operation the readers may consult [39] and if need arises references there. For our purposes we note that for a finite type star operation * , R is a Prüfer * -multiplication domain (for short a P * MD) if every nonzero finitely generated ideal of R is * -invertible. A PtMD is denoted by PVMD for historical reasons.
Finally two * -ideals I, J are * -comaximal if (I + J) * = R. If * is of finite type, I, J are * -comaximal if and only if I + J is not contained in any * -maximal ideal. We note that the following statement can be easily proved for * of finite character. If {I α } is a finite family of pairwise * -comaximal ideals, then ( I α ) * = ( I α ) * . In fact we have ( I α ) * w = M ∈ * -Max(R) ( I α )R M = M ∈ * -Max(R) ( I α )R M = ( I α ) * w , where the second equality holds because at most one I α survives in R M . Now the result follows from the fact that * is coarser than * w .
For a finite type star operation * , we call a * -invertible * -ideal I ⊆ R a * -packet if I has a unique minimal prime ideal and we call R a * -URD if every proper * -invertible * -ideal of R can be uniquely expressed as a * -product of finitely many mutually * -comaximal * -packets. When * = t, a * -packet will be called a packet and the * -URD will be called a URD.
In the first section we show that if R is a PVMD and I a t-invertible t-ideal then I has finitely many minimal primes if and only if I is expressible as a t-product of finitely many packets, if and only if I is expressible as a (finite) product of mutually t-comaximal packets. We also show that a PVMD R is a URD if and only if every proper principal ideal of R has finitely many minimal primes. The results in this section are a translation of results proved in [35] , establishing yet again the folklore observation that most of the multiplicative results proved for GCD domains can be proved for PVMD's.
In Section 2, for a finite type star operation * we prove that a domain R is a * -URD if and only if * -Spec(R) is treed and every proper principal ideal of R has finitely many minimal prime ideals. Thus Section 2 serves to isolate the main conditions that allowed unique representation in PVMD's. On the other hand the generality of * lets us prove, in one go, results about URD's and about d-URD's which, incidentally, were the main topic in [8] .
Finally, in Section 3, we study methods of making new URD's from given ones. We show that if R is a URD and S is a multiplicative set of R then R S is a URD. Our main result here is the characterization of when a polynomial ring is a URD. We close the section by studying under what conditions we can construct URD's using the D + XD S [X] construction.
From GCD-domains to PVMD's
Let R be a PVMD. If X, Y ⊆ R are t-invertible t-ideals and ∆ = (X +Y ) t , then ∆ is a t-invertible t-ideal, ∆ ⊇ X, Y and
thus, as in the case of Prüfer domains, we can say that ∆ is the GCD of X, Y . So we can carry out the plans for PVMD's that we made, in the introduction, with the class of Prüfer domains as our model. We intend to prove in this section the following two basic theorems involving packets. Theorem 1.1. Let R be a PVMD and X ⊆ R a t-invertible t-ideal. If X is a t-product of a finite number of packets then X can be uniquely expressed as a t-product of a finite number of mutually t-comaximal packets. Theorem 1.2. Let R be a PVMD and X R a t-invertible t-ideal. Then X is a t-product of finitely many packets if and only if X has finitely many minimal primes.
In a GCD (respectively, Prüfer) domain a t-invertible t-ideal is principal (respectively, invertible) and the t-product is just the ordinary product. Indeed it may be noted that a domain R can have all t-invertible t-ideals as t-products of packets without R being a PVMD as we shall point out in the course of our study.
From this point on we shall use the v and t operations freely. The results of this section are based on the following observations that, if reference or proof is not indicated, can be traced back to Mott and Zafrullah [29] or to Griffin [22] .
(I) A nonzero prime ideal P of a PVMD R is essential (i. e., R P is a valuation domain) if and only if P is a t-ideal. (II) The set of prime t-ideals of a PVMD R is a tree under inclusion, that is any t-maximal ideal of R cannot contain two incomparable t-primes. (III) If X is a t-invertible t-ideal and P is a prime t-ideal of a PVMD R then XR P is principal.
(XR P is an invertible ideal [7] and in a valuation domain invertible ideals are principal.) (IV) If X = (X 1 X 2 ) t then in view of the definition of t -multiplication we shall assume that both X i are t-ideals.
Let us start with some lemmas on packets in a PVMD.
Lemma 1.3. Let R be a PVMD and let X, Y R be t-invertible t-ideals such that ∆ = (X + Y ) t = R. Then the following conditions hold: Proof. (1) . Note that being minimal over ∆, P is a t-ideal. Clearly X, Y ⊆ P . So P contains a prime ideal P 1 that is minimal over X and P 2 that is minimal over Y . By (II), P 1 and P 2 are comparable being minimal primes themselves. Say P 2 ⊇ P 1 . Then both X, Y ⊆ P 2 . Thus ∆ = (X + Y ) t ⊆ P 2 . But P is minimal over ∆. So, P = P 2 and hence P is minimal over Y . Similarly if P 1 had contained P 2 we would have concluded that P was minimal over X.
(2). Since P ⊇ X, Y we conclude that P ⊇ (X + Y ) t = ∆. So, if P is not minimal over ∆ then P contains a prime Q that is minimal over ∆. Again as Q ⊇ ∆ = (X + Y ) t , Q contains a prime minimal over X. But Q is contained in P .
(3). Let P 1 = P 2 be two minimal primes over △. By (1), P i is minimal over X or over Y . Assume that P 1 is (the unique) minimal prime over X, then P 2 is the minimal prime over Y . But Y ⊆ P 1 , then P 2 P 1 , which contradicts the minimality of P 1 over ∆. A similar argument applies if P 2 is the minimal prime over X. For (XY ) t , assume that P 1 and P 2 are minimal primes over (XY ) t , then P i is minimal over X or over Y . We can assume that P 1 is the minimal prime over X. Then P 2 is the minimal prime over Y . On the other hand, since △ = (X, Y ) t = R is a packet, the unique minimal prime over △ is P 1 or P 2 (by (1)), this forces P 1 ⊆ P 2 or P 2 ⊆ P 1 . In either case minimality of both forces P 1 = P 2 . Lemma 1.4. Let R be a PVMD and let P be a prime ideal minimal over a t-invertible t-ideal X. Then for all t-invertible t-ideals Y contained in P there exists a natural number n such that XR P Y n R P .
Proof. Note that P is a prime t-ideal in a PVMD and so R P is a valuation domain and XR P , Y R P are principal. Now suppose on the contrary that XR P ⊆ Y n R P for all natural numbers n. Then XR P ⊆ n Y n R P and n Y n R P is a prime ideal properly contained in P R P and this contradicts the minimality of P over X. Now since in a valuation domain every pair of ideals is comparable we have the result. Lemma 1.5. Let R be a PVMD and let X 1 , X 2 R be t-invertible t-ideals. Let W i be the set of t-maximal ideals containing X i , for i = 1, 2. If W 2 ⊆ W 1 and X 2 is not contained in any minimal prime of X 1 , then X 1 ⊆ (X n 2 ) t , for all natural numbers n.
Consequently if X, Y are two packets with
Proof. Clearly for every t-maximal ideal P in W 1 (and hence for every t-maximal ideal P ) we have X 1 R P ⊆ X n 2 R P for each n because X 2 is not contained in the minimal prime of X 1 R P . Thus for each n, P X 1 R P ⊆ P X n 2 R P or (X 1 ) w ⊆ (X n 2 ) w . Since in a PVMD for every nonzero ideal I we have I w = I t [26, Theorem 3.5], and since X 1 is a t-ideal, we conclude that for each n we have X 1 ⊆ (X n 2 ) t . The proof of the consequently part follows from the fact that every t-maximal ideal that contains X contains rad(X) and hence Y . On the other hand, a t-maximal ideal that contains Y may or may not contain X and X has only one minimal prime ideal which properly contains the minimal prime ideal of Y . Lemma 1.6. Let R be a PVMD and let X R be a t-invertible t-ideal. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii). Let Q be the unique minimal prime of X and let X = (X 1 X 2 ) t . Indeed we can assume X i ∈ Inv t (R). If either of X i = R (ii) holds, so let us assume that both X i are proper. If either of the X i is not contained in Q the result follows from Lemma 1.5. If both are contained in Q then, because Q is a t-ideal, ∆ = (X 1 + X 2 ) t ⊆ Q. As described above we can write
, for any n. Combining with X 2 2 ⊆ ∆ 2 and applying the t-operation we conclude that (X 2 2 ) t ⊆ X 1 . Same arguments apply if Y 2 Q. (ii) ⇒ (i). Suppose that X satisfies (ii) and let, by way of contradiction, P and Q be two distinct prime ideals minimal over X. Now P and Q are prime t-ideals and so both R P and R Q are valuation domains. Let y ∈ P \Q. Then ∆ = (X + yR) t ⊆ P and ∆ Q. By Lemma 1.4 there exists n such that ∆ n R P XR P and consequently (∆ n ) t X. Consider K = (X + ∆ n ) t . We can write X = (AK) t and (∆ n ) t = (BK) t where A, B ∈ Inv t (R) and (A + B) t = R; thus A and B cannot share a minimal t-prime ideal. Since ∆ n Q and since K ⊇ ∆ n we conclude that K Q. But since X = (AK) t ⊆ Q we conclude that A ⊆ Q. Next, we claim that A P . For if A ⊆ P then since (A + B) t = R, B P and BKR P = ∆ n R P ⊇ AKR P = XR P . This contradicts the fact that ∆ n R P XR P . Thus we have X = (AK) t with (a) K ⊆ P and K Q and (b) A ⊆ Q and A P Now by (ii) X = (AK) t where
t then since K ⊆ P we have A ⊆ P and this contradicts (b). Of course these contradictions arise from the assumption that X satisfying (ii) can have more than one minimal prime. Lemma 1.7. Let A and B be two ideals of a domain R. Then the following statements hold:
Proof. (1) . Note that
Multiplying both sides by X −1 1 and applying t we get A = (
The above result is new in principle but not in spirit. Let us recall that a domain R is a pre- [37] . Pre-Schreier generalizes the notion of a Schreier domain introduced by Cohn [9] as a generalization of a GCD domain. In simple terms, a Schreier domain is an integrally closed preSchreier domain. In [12] , a domain R was called quasi-Schreier if, for invertible ideals
It was shown in [12] that a Prüfer domain is quasi-Schreier, a result which can also be derived from Lemma 1.8 by noting that a Prüfer domain is a PVMD in which every nonzero ideal is a t-ideal. One may tend to define a domain R as
where X i ⊇ Y i , but this does not seem to be a place for studying this concept.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let R be a PVMD and let X R such that X = (X 1 X 2 . . . X n ) t , where X i are packets. By (3) of Lemma 1.3 the product of two non t-comaximal packets is again a packet. So with a repeated use of (3) of Lemma 1.3 we can reduce the above expression to
Applying the t-operation, using the fact that (Y i + Y j ) t = R for i = j and using Lemma 1.7 we conclude that one of
. . Y r ) t and using the above procedure we can in the end conclude that X ′ contains precisely one of the Y i . So if X has another expression X = (B 1 B 2 . . . B s ) t where B i are packets such that (B i + B j ) t = R for i = j then by the above procedure each of X i contains precisely one of the B j and B j contains precisely one of the X k . But then i = k. For if not then X i ⊇ X k so X i = (X i + X k ) t = R which is impossible. Thus r = s and each X i is equal to precisely one of the B j .
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let R be a PVMD and let X ∈ Inv t (R) such that X is a finite product of packets. Then by Theorem 1.1, X can be uniquely expressed as a finite product of mutually t-comaximal packets. That X has only finitely many minimal primes follows from the fact that any minimal prime over X is minimal over some packet in its factorization.
We prove the converse by induction on the number of minimal primes of X ∈ Inv t (R). If X has a single minimal prime ideal then X is a packet and we have nothing to prove. Suppose that if X has k − 1 minimal primes then X is expressible as a product of k − 1 mutually t-comaximal packets. Now suppose that P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P k are all the minimal primes of X. Choose y ∈ P 1 \(P 2 ∪P 3 ∪· · ·∪P k ). By Lemma 1.4, there exists a natural number n such that XR P 1 y n R P 1 . Let ∆ = (y n R + X) t with X = (∆X 1 ) t and y n R = (∆Y 1 ) t where (
and Y 1 would be in P 1 , and again the strict inclusion implies that Y 1 must be in P 1 . From these considerations we have that X = (X 1 ∆) t where X 1 P 1 , so ∆ ⊆ P 1 and because ∆ ⊇ y n R we conclude that
If (∆ + X 1 ) t = R then, since X = (X 1 ∆) t , the set of minimal primes of X is partitioned into two sets: ones minimal over ∆ and ones minimal over X 1 . Since X 1 ⊆ P 2 , . . . , P k we conclude that X 1 has P 2 , . . . , P k for minimal primes and this leaves us with ∆ with a single minimal prime. Consequently ∆ is a packet and X 1 is a t-product of k − 1 mutually t-comaximal packets, by induction hypothesis. So the theorem is proved in this case.
Next, let U = (∆ + X 1 ) t = R with ∆ = (∆ 0 U ) t and X 1 = (X 0 U ) t and note that (X 0 + ∆ 0 ) t = R. Since X 1 P 1 , U P 1 and since ∆ is not contained in any of P 2 , P 3 , . . . , P k because ∆ ⊇ y n R we conclude that U P 2 , P 3 , . . . , P k . Consequently U P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , . . . , P k . But since
We note here that since P 1 is a minimal prime of X and since X ⊆ ∆ 0 ⊆ P 1 , P 1 must be a minimal prime of ∆ 0 . Now we establish that P 1 is indeed the unique minimal prime of ∆ 0 . For this assume that there is a prime ideal Q that contains ∆ 0 . Then as Q ⊇ ∆ 0 ⊇ X, Q must contain one of P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , . . . , P k . But since (X 0 + ∆ 0 ) t = R and X 0 ⊆ P 2 ∩ P 3 ∩ · · · ∩ P k we conclude that ∆ 0 is not contained in any of P 2 , P 3 , . . . , P k . Thus Q ⊇ P 1 . Thus P 1 is the unique minimal prime of ∆ 0 and ∆ 0 is a packet. Thus we have
contains, and is minimal over, (U 2 ∆ 0 ) t and P 2 , . . . , P k are minimal over (X 0 U 1 ) t . It is easy to see that (U 2 ∆ 0 ) t is a packet and that by the induction hypothesis (X 0 U 1 ) t is a t-product of k − 1 mutually t-comaximal packets. This establishes the Theorem.
We are now in a position to characterize PVMD URD's.
Theorem 1.9. A PVMD R is a URD if and only if every nonzero principal ideal of R has at most finitely many minimal primes.
Proof. If R is a URD then obviously every proper principal ideal of R has finitely many minimal primes. Conversely, suppose that R is a PVMD such that every proper principal ideal of R has finitely many minimal primes and let, by way of a contradiction, I be a t-invertible t-ideal such that I has infinitely many minimal primes. Since I is a t-invertible t-ideal there exist x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ∈ I such that I = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) t . By Lemma 1.3, each minimal prime of I is a minimal prime of x 1 R or a minimal prime of (x 2 , . . . , x n ) t . Since x 1 R has only finitely many minimal primes we conclude that (x 2 , . . . , x n ) t has infinitely many minimal primes. Using Lemma 1.3 and the above procedure we can eliminate in turn x 2 , . . . , x n−2 and this leaves us with the conclusion that (x n−1 , x n ) t has infinitely many minimal primes. But then x n−1 R has infinitely many minimal primes or x n R does and this, in either case, contradicts the assumption that every proper principal ideal of R has finitely many minimal primes. We conclude by applying Theorem 1.2.
PVMD's of t-finite character were studied by Griffin [23] under the name of rings of Krull type. Since the t-prime ideals of a PVMD form a tree, in a ring of Krull type every nonzero principal ideal has at most finitely many minimal primes. Thus we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1.10. A ring of Krull type is a URD.
Indeed, as a GCD-domain is a PVMD such that every t-invertible t-ideal is principal, we recover the characterization of GCD URD's given in [35] .
Corollary 1.11. A GCD domain R is a URD if and only if every proper principal ideal of R is a finite product of packets.
Using [35] we can also see how some other generalizations of UFD's can be considered as special cases of PVMD URD's.
General Approach
The notion of unique representation of a t-invertible t-ideal X R as a t-product of packets developed in Section 1 is somewhat limited in that it deals with t-invertible t-ideals which have a unique minimal prime ideal. To bring more integral domains under the umbrella of unique representation one may need to concentrate on the properties of packets. We have the following thoughts on this.
(1). We can replace in the definition of a packet "t-invertible t -ideal" with " * -invertible * -ideal", for a star operation * of finite type, thus getting the notion of * -packet (a * -invertible * -ideal with a unique minimal prime ideal), as we have already defined in the introduction. Since, for * of finite type, every * -invertible * -ideal is t-invertible, when we define a * -URD in the usual fashion as a domain in which every * -invertible * -ideal X R is expressible uniquely as a * -product of finitely many mutually * -comaximal * -packets, we get a URD albeit of a special kind. We can settle for the fact that a * -URD has two special cases: a URD and a d-URD. In a d-URD every invertible ideal is a product of finitely many (invertible) packets and we may note that our results will show that a URD is not necessarily a d-URD. It would be interesting to find a star operation * of finite type, different from d and t, and a URD that is a * -URD.
(2). The other choice depends upon another property of packets: a packet X is such that if X = (X 1 X 2 ) t where X 1 , X 2 are proper t-ideals then (X 1 + X 2 ) t = R. More generally, we can take a star operation * of finite type and call an ideal X R * -pseudo irreducible if X is a ⋆-ideal such that X = (X 1 X 2 ) * and (X 1 + X 2 ) * = R implies that (X 1 ) * = R or (X 2 ) * = R. This will allow us to develop the theory of factorization of * -ideals on the same lines as the Unique Comaximal Factorization domains of Swan and McAdam [1, 28] . In this paper, however, we shall pursue the * -URD's.
Given a star operation * of finite type, we start by giving conditions for which a proper * -ideal X of a domain R (not necessarily a PVMD) can be written as a * -product in the form X = (X 1 X 2 . . . X n ) * , where each X i is a * -ideal with prime radical and the X i 's are pairwise * -comaximal * -ideals. In the case * = d, this question was investigated in [8] . Our first result shows that if such a factorization exists, then it is unique (up to order).
Lemma 2.1. Let R be an integral domain and * a star operation on R. Let X and
Proof. We give a proof in the case n = 2; the general case follows by induction. Assume that 
Theorem 2.3. Let R be an integral domain and * a star operation of finite type on R. Let X R be a * -ideal and suppose that X has a * -factorization of the form X = (X 1 X 2 . . . X n ) * , where each X i is a * -ideal with prime radical and the X i 's are pairwise * -comaximal * -ideals. Then, up to order, such a * -factorization is unique.
. . Y m ) * be two * -factorizations of X as in the hypotheses. Let P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n be the prime ideals minimal over X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n , respectively. Then, up to order, Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y m must have the same associated minimal primes. Hence m = n. We can assume that rad(Y i ) = P i for each i = 1, . . . , n. Since the P i 's are * -ideals, then (
We next investigate the decomposition of * -ideals into * -comaximal * -ideals. Recall that * -Spec(R) is treed if any two incomparable * -primes are * -comaximal. Proof. (i) ⇒ (iii). Let P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n be the prime ideals minimal over I. Since * -Spec(R) is treed, (P i + P j ) * = R for i = j. Thus, by Lemma 2.1, (P i + j =i P j ) * = R for each i. Denote by A i a finitely generated ideal of R such that A i ⊆ j =i P j and (P i + A i ) * = R. For each i, consider the ideal transform of A i , T i = n≥0 (R : A n i ). Since A i is finitely generated, the set F i of the ideals J ⊆ R such that A n i ⊆ J for some n is a localizing system of finite type on R (for the definitions, see [19] ). Moreover, we have T i = R F i . Hence the map E → E ⋆ i = E F i on the set of nonzero R-submodules of K defines a semistar operation of finite type on R [19, Propositions 2.4 and 3.2], which induces a star operation of finite type on T i (T ⋆ i i = T i ), here still denoted by ⋆ i . For more details on the concept of semistar operation, see [30] .
Set I i = I F i ∩ R. We claim that rad(I i ) = P i ; in fact rad(I F i ) = (P i ) F i . To see this, first note that I F i = T i ; otherwise, A n i ⊆ I for some n ≥1, which is impossible since (A n i + P i ) * = R. Let P ⊆ T i be a minimal prime of I F i = (IT i ) ⋆ i . Then P is a ⋆ i -ideal and P ∩ R contains a minimal prime P j of I. We have (
But for all i = j, A i ⊆ P j and so (P j ) F i = T i . Hence P i is the unique minimal prime of I contained in P ∩ R and it follows that P = (P i ) F i . Hence rad(I i ) = P i . Also rad(I * i ) = P i , since P i is a * -ideal. We next show that I = (Q 1 Q 2 . . . Q n ) * , where Q i = I * i . For this, since the ideals I 1 , I 2 . . . , I n are pairwise * -comaximal (by the * -comaximality of their radicals), it is enough to show that
(ii) ⇒ (i). If I = (Q 1 Q 2 . . . Q n ) * , a prime minimal over I must be minimal over one of the Q i 's. Hence I has finitely many minimal primes.
To finish, it is enough to observe that if I is * -invertible, the Q i 's are also * -invertible.
Proposition 2.5. Let R be a domain and let * be a star operation of finite type on R. Assume that each nonzero principal ideal X R can be written in the form X = (X 1 X 2 . . . X n ) * , where the X i 's are pairwise * -comaximal * -packets. Then * -Spec(R) is treed.
Proof. We proceed as in the case of * = d established in [8, Theorem 1] . Assume that P and P ′ are two incomparable * -primes contained in the same * -maximal ideal M . Let x ∈ P \ P ′ and y ∈ P ′ \ P . Write xyR = (X 1 X 2 . . . X n ) * , where the X ′ i s are pairwise * -comaximal * -packets. Hence M contains only one of the X ′ i s, say X 1 . On the other hand, xyR ⊆ P ∩ P ′ ⊆ M ; hence X 1 ⊆ P ∩ P ′ . Since X 1 has prime radical, then either x or y belongs to P ∩ P ′ , a contradiction. It follows that * -Spec(R) is treed. If * -Spec(R) is treed and R has * -finite character, then each * -ideal I R has only finitely many minimal primes. Thus the following corollary is immediate: Corollary 2.7. Let R be a domain and let * be a star operation of finite type on R such that * -Spec(R) is treed and R has * -finite character. Then each * -ideal I R can be (uniquely) written in the form I = (Q 1 Q 2 . . . Q n ) * , where the Q i 's are pairwise * -comaximal * -ideals with prime radical.
In particular R is a * -URD.
Since the t-Spectrum of a PVMD is treed, we also have the following generalization of Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 2.8. Let R be a PVMD. The following conditions are equivalent for a t-ideal I R:
(i) I has finitely many minimal primes; (ii) I = (Q 1 Q 2 . . . Q n ) t , where the Q i 's are pairwise t-comaximal t-ideals with prime radical.
We now give a complete characterization of * -URD's.
Lemma 2.9. Let R be an integral domain and * a star operation on R. Let X = (X 1 X 2 . . . X n ) * and Y = (Y 1 Y 2 . . . Y m ) * be * -factorizations of the * -ideals X and Y into * -ideals of R such that
The proof now follows by double induction.
Lemma 2.10. Let R be an integral domain and * a star operation of finite type on R such that * -Spec(R) is treed. Let I = (a 1 R + a 2 R + . . . + a n R) * be a * -finite * -ideal and let P be a prime ideal such that P ⊇ I. Then P is minimal over I if and only if P is minimal over some a i R.
Proof. Assume that P is a minimal ( * -)prime of I. Let P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n be a set of minimal primes of a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n , respectively, such that P i ⊆ P for each i. Since * -Spec(R) is treed, the set {P i } i is a finite chain. Up to order, we may assume that P n is the maximal element of this chain. Then I ⊆ P n ⊆ P , and hence P = P n . Thus P is a minimal prime over a n R. The converse is clear. 
iii) Each nonzero principal ideal X R can be (uniquely) written in the form
where the X i 's are pairwise * -comaximal * -packets; (iv) * -Spec(R) is treed and each * -ideal of finite type X R has only finitely many minimal primes; (v) * -Spec(R) is treed and each * -invertible * -ideal X R has only finitely many minimal primes; (vi) * -Spec(R) is treed and each nonzero principal ideal X R has only finitely many minimal primes. (iii) ⇒ (ii). We restrict ourselves to the case where X = (aR + bR) * ; the general case follows by induction on the number of generators of X as a * -finite * -ideal. Let aR = (A 1 A 2 . . . A n ) * and bR = (B 1 B 2 . . . B m ) * be the * -factorizations into * -ideals as in (iii). By Lemma 2.9, X = ( i,j≥1 (A i + B j ) * ) * . If (A i + B j ) * = R for some i, j, then rad(A i ) ⊆ rad(B j ) or rad(B j ) ⊆ rad(A i ) (since, by (iii)⇒(vi), * -Spec(R) is treed), and hence rad((A i + B j ) * ) = rad(A i ) ∨ rad(B j ) is a prime ideal. To conclude, we show that the * -ideals X ij = (A i + B j ) * are pairwise * -comaximal. Let i, j, k and l such that (X ij + X kl ) * = R. Since * -Spec(R) is treed, the minimal primes over A i , B j , A k and B l , respectively, form a chain, this forces that i = k and j = l.
Proof. The implications (ii) ⇒ (i) ⇒ (iii) and (iv)
In the case * = d, the equivalence (iii) ⇔ (vi) of Theorem 2.11 was proved in [8, Theorem 1], without uniqueness consideration. When * = t, we get a complete characterization of URD's.
Corollary 2.12. Let R be an integral domain. Then the following conditions are equivalent: (i) R is a URD; (ii) Each t-ideal of finite type X R can be (uniquely) written in the form
X = (X 1 X 2 . . . X n ) t ,
where each X i is a t-ideal with prime radical and the X i 's are pairwise t-comaximal t-ideals; (iii) Each nonzero principal ideal X R can be (uniquely) written in the form
where the X i 's are pairwise t-comaximal packets; (iv) t -Spec(R) is treed and each t-ideal of finite type X R has only finitely many minimal primes; (v) t -Spec(R) is treed and each t-invertible t-ideal X R has only finitely many minimal primes; (vi) t -Spec(R) is treed and each nonzero principal ideal X R has only finitely many minimal primes.
Remark 2.13. (1). For a star operation * of finite type, when the * -class group is zero (that is each * -invertible * -ideal is principal) a * -URD behaves like a GCD URD, i.e. every proper principal ideal is (uniquely) expressible as a product of finitely many t-comaximal principal ideals with a unique minimal prime. Thus a UFD is a GCD URD. However a UFD is not always a d-URD, since its spectrum need not be treed (just take Z[X]).
. By using the characterizations of * -URD's given in Theorem 2.11, we get that, for any domain R, t -Spec(R) is treed if and only if w -Spec(R) is treed.
For this, recall that w -Max(R) = t -Max(R) and that, if M is a t-maximal ideal, all the primes contained in M are w-primes [34] . Now, assume that t -Spec(R) is treed and let M ∈ t -Max(R). Then t -Spec(R M ) is linearly ordered, because any t-prime of R M contracts to a t-prime of R contained in M . Hence each principal ideal of R M has a unique minimal (t-)prime and so is a d-packet. It follows that R M is trivially a d-URD and in particular, Spec(R M ) is treed. Hence w -Spec(R) is treed. Conversely, since t-ideals are w-ideals, if w -Spec(R) is treed, also t -Spec(R) is treed.
We now show that a * -URD R whose * -packets are * -powers of * -prime ideals is indeed a Krull domain. For * = d this implies that R is a Dedekind domain [8, Theorem 9] . Theorem 2.14. Let R be an integral domain and * a star operation of finite type on R. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) R is a * -URD and each * -packet is a * -power of a * -prime ideal; (ii) R is a Krull domain and * = t.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii)
. We first show that R is a P * MD (cf. [17] ). Let P ∈ * -Spec(R) and let 0 = x ∈ P with xR = (P α 1 1 P α 2 2 . . . P αr r ) * . Then, there exists i such that P i ⊆ P . The ideal P i , being a * -invertible * -prime, is a * -maximal ideal. Thus P = P i . Hence each * -prime is * -maximal. It follows that each M ∈ * -Max(R) has height one. Also, since M is * -invertible, M R M is a principal ideal. Hence R M is a rank-one discrete valuation domain. Thus R is a P * MD.
By [17, Proposition 3.4] , R is a PVMD and * = t. In particular, R is a URD of t-dimension one. Then R = {R M ; M ∈ t -Max(R)} has t-finite character. Whence R is a Krull domain.
(ii) ⇒ (i) is well known.
The conditions of Theorem 2.6 are not equivalent to R being a * -URD. In fact in [8] the authors give an example of a Prüfer URD having an ideal (not finitely generated) with infinitely many minimal primes. However we now show that such an example cannot be found among domains * -independent of * -finite character.
Given a star operation of finite type * on a domain R, as in [6] , we say that R is * -independent if, for every pair M, N of distinct * -maximal ideals, M ∩ N does not contain a nonzero ( * -)prime ideal, equivalently each * -prime is contained in a unique * -maximal ideal. Domains * -independent of * -finite character are called h-local domains for * = d and weakly Matlis domains for * = t.
A domain R is * -independent of * -finite character if and only if, for each nonzero nonunit x ∈ R, the ideal xR is expressible as a product (I 1 I 2 . . . I n ) * , where the I ′ j s are pairwise * -comaximal * -ideals (not necessarily packets) [6, Proposition 2.7] . Thus weakly Matlis domains do have a kind of factorization as a t-product of mutually t-comaximal ideals. Proof. (i) ⇔ (ii) Since each * -prime ideal is contained in a unique * -maximal ideal, the * -finite character property is equivalent to the condition that each nonzero principal ideal has at most finitely many minimal primes. Hence we can apply Theorem 2.11.
Corollary 2.16. Let * be a star operation of finite type on R and assume that R is * -independent of * -finite character. Then R is a * -URD if and only if * -Spec(R) is treed.
In particular a weakly Matlis domain R is a URD if and only if t -Spec(R) is treed.

We shall give an example of a weakly Matlis domain that is not a URD in the next section (Example 3.2).
If R has t-dimension one, then clearly R is t-independent and t -Spec(R) is treed. If R has t-dimension one and t-finite character, then R is called a weakly Krull domain. The following corollary follows also from [5 Recall that a domain R is an almost Krull domain if R M is a DVR for each t-maximal ideal M . Thus a Krull domain is precisely an almost Krull domain with t-finite character.
Corollary 2.20. An almost Krull domain is a URD if and only if it is a Krull domain.
We end this section with a discussion of factorization of t-ideals in generalized Krull domains. We recall that a Prüfer domain R is called strongly discrete if each nonzero prime ideal P of R is not idempotent and that a generalized Dedekind domain is a strongly discrete Prüfer domain such that every nonzero principal ideal of R has at most finitely many minimal primes [32] . The first author gave a generalization of these domains introducing the class of generalized Krull domains. A generalized Krull domain is defined as a PVMD R such that (P 2 ) t = P , for every prime t-ideal P of R, i. e., R is a strongly discrete PVMD, and every nonzero principal ideal of R has at most finitely many minimal primes [13, 14] . Here it may be noted that this generalized Krull domain is quite different from the generalized Krull domain of Ribenboim [33] and a generalized Dedekind domain of Popescu [32] is quite different from what the third author called a generalized Dedekind domain in [36] . Incidentally these later domains were also studied under the name of pseudo Dedekind domains by Anderson and Kang in [4] .
Since a generalized Krull domain is a PVMD such that each t-ideal has at most finitely many minimal primes [13, Theorem 3.9] , from Theorem 2.8, we immediately get:
Proposition 2.21. If R is a generalized Krull domain, then each t-ideal I R is uniquely expressible as a product
I = (Q 1 Q 2 . . . Q n ) t ,
where the Q i 's are pairwise t-comaximal ideals with prime radical.
By the previous proposition, we see that a generalized Krull domain is a URD. As a matter of fact, taking into account Theorem 1.9, we have the following characterization.
Proposition 2.22. A PVMD R is a generalized Krull domain if and only if R is a URD and
(P 2 ) t = P , for each nonzero prime t-ideal P of R.
For generalized Dedekind domains, Proposition 2.21 was proved with different methods by the second author of this paper and N. Popescu in [20, Proposition 2.4]. They also showed that a nonzero ideal I of a generalized Dedekind domain is divisorial if and only if I = JP 1 . . . P n , where J is a fractional invertible ideal and P 1 , . . . , P n (n ≥ 1) are pairwise comaximal prime ideals [20, Proposition 3.2] . This result was sharpened by B. Olberding, who proved that R is a generalized Dedekind domain whose ideals are all divisorial, equivalently an h-local strongly discrete Prüfer domain [15, Corollary 3.6] , if and only if each ideal I of R is a product of finitely generated and prime ideals [31, Theorem 2.3] . Passing through the t-Nagata ring, we now extend Olberding's result to generalized Krull domains. A first step in this direction was already done by the first author, who proved that, for each nonzero ideal I of a generalized Krull domain, I is divisorial if and only if I = (JP 1 . . . P n ) t , where J ⊆ R is a finitely generated ideal and P 1 , . . . , P n (n ≥ 1) are pairwise t-comaximal t-prime ideals [14, Theorem 3.4] .
As in [26] , we set N (t) = {h ∈ R[X] | h = 0 and c(h) t = R}, where c(h) denotes the content of h, and call the domain R X := R[X] N (t) the t-Nagata ring of R. B. G. Kang proved that R is a PvMD if and only if R X is a Prüfer (indeed a Bezout) domain [26, Theorem 3.7] . In this case, the map I t → IR X is a lattice isomorphism between the lattice of t-ideals of R and the lattice of ideals of R X , whose inverse is the map J → J ∩ R, and P is a t-prime (respectively, t-maximal) ideal of R if and only if P R X is a prime (respectively, maximal) ideal of R X [26, Theorem 3.4] . We recall that a domain is called w-divisorial if each w-ideal is divisorial [15] . Each w-divisorial domain is a weakly Matlis domain [15, Theorem 1.5] and a w-divisorial generalized Krull domain is precisely a weakly Matlis domain that is a strongly discrete PVMD [15, Theorem 3.5] . We also recall that, when R is a PVMD, w = t [26, Theorem 3.1].
Theorem 2.23. Let R be a domain. The following conditions are equivalent:
(ii) For each nonzero ideal I R, I w = (JP 1 . . . P n ) w , where J ⊆ R is finitely generated and P 1 , . . . , P n (n ≥ 1) are pairwise t-comaximal t-prime ideals; (iii) For each nonzero ideal I R, I w = (J 1 . . . J m P 1 . . . P n ) w , where J 1 , . . . , J m are mutually t-comaximal packets and P 1 , . . . , P n (n ≥ 1) are pairwise t-comaximal t-prime ideals.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) and (iii). Since I w is divisorial and w = t, (ii) follows from [14, Theorem 3.4] . The statement (iii) follows from (ii) and Proposition 2.21.
where J ⊆ R is finitely generated and P 1 , . . . , P n (n ≥ 1 ) are pairwise t-comaximal t-prime ideals. Then
is impossible by the Nakayama lemma. Hence IR M is a product of a finitely generated ideal and prime ideals. Thus R M is a strongly discrete valuation domain by [31, Theorem 2.3] . It follows that R is a strongly discrete PVMD.
To show that R is weakly Matlis, it is enough to show that the t-Nagata ring R X is h-local [16, Theorem 2.12]. But, since R is a PVMD, each nonzero ideal of R X is of type IR X = I t R X = I w R X for some ideal I of R [26, Theorem 3.14]. Hence each nonzero ideal of R X is a product of a finitely generated ideal and prime ideals. Again from [31, Theorem 2.3] it follows that R X is h-local.
Extensions and Examples of URD's
In this section we shall discuss ways of constructing examples of URD's. In addition to showing that a ring of fractions of a URD is again a URD we identify the conditions under which a polynomial ring over a URD is again a URD. Using these two main tools we then delve into the polynomial ring construction D Since polynomial ring constructions are our main concern here we start off with a study of polynomial rings over URD's. We recall from [24] and [25] (
is a URD if and only if t -Spec(D[X]) is treed.
Proof. (1) . This follows easily from Corollary 2.12, (i) ⇔ (vi) and the fact that, for each If
. Thus f (X) is contained in at most finitely many uppers to zero.
Assume that f (X) has a minimal prime P such that P ∩ D = (0) and let N be a t-maximal
) is treed) and P is the only minimal prime of f (X) contained in Q[X]. But, since D is a URD, c(f ) t has only finitely many minimal primes (Corollary 2.12). We conclude that f (X) has finitely many minimal primes.
, where Q is the algebraic closure of the rational field Q in the real field R and T is an indeterminate over R. Note that D is quasilocal and one dimensional with maximal ideal
contains the uppers to zero The previous example can be generalized in the sense of the following result. We are thankful to David Dobbs for providing Proposition 3.3 to the third author. Evan Houston also helped. Dobbs' result allows us to characterize unique representation polynomial rings. We recall that a domain D is called a UMT-domain if each upper to zero P of D[X] is a t-maximal ideal [25] ; this is equivalent to say that D P has Prüfer integral closure for each P ∈ t -Spec(D) [ [25] ). Since q does not contain any two incomparable prime t-ideals, Q does not contain any two incomparable prime t-ideals. is a PVMD appears to be somewhat straightforward.
Let us call a domain R a pre-Krull domain if every nonzero principal ideal of R has at most finitely many minimal primes. So R is a URD if and only if R is pre-Krull and t -Spec(R) is treed (Corollary 2.12). Lemma 3.6. Let R be an integral domain and S a multiplicative set of R.
(
Proof. (1) . A nonzero principal ideal of R S can be written as xR S , where x ∈ R\{0} and xR∩S = ∅. If Q is a minimal prime of xR S , then Q ∩ R is a minimal prime of xR.
(2). By part (1) and Corollary 2.12 it is enough to show that t -Spec(R S ) is treed. Note that if M is a prime t-ideal in R S then M ∩ R is a prime t-ideal in R [39, page 436]. Now any two prime t-ideals P and Q of R S contained in M are comparable because P ∩R and Q∩R are comparable.
Next we investigate other examples of URD's using the D + XD S [X] construction. For the second statement, we first show that if A is a finitely generated ideal of
Next, note that if F is a nonzero finitely generated subideal of (i) Assume that a 0 = 0 and let P be a prime ideal minimal over f (X). (a) Suppose first that P ∈ L. We claim that P = p + XD S [X], where p is a prime minimal over a 0 . This is because P ∩ S = ∅ and so P = p + XD S [X] (Lemma 3.7) and in addition Xg(X) ∈ XD S [X], which leaves a 0 ∈ p. If p is not minimal over a 0 D and say q p is, then q + XD S [X] would contain f (X) and be properly contained in P contradicting the minimality of P . Now as a 0 D has finitely many minimal primes we conclude that a finite number of minimal primes of f come from L. (ii) If a 0 = 0 then f (X) = X r s g(X) where g(X) ∈ D (S) and s ∈ S. Now as f (X) ∈ XD S [X], no prime ideal that intersects S nontrivially can be minimal over f (X). So the number of prime ideals minimal over f (X) is the same as the number of prime ideals minimal over f D S [X] which is finite because D S [X] is pre-Krull.
Combining (i) and (ii) we have the conclusion. For the converse suppose that D (S) is pre-Krull. Then, as S is a multiplicative set in D (S) and as
S , we conclude that D S [X] is pre-Krull (Lemma 3.6). Now let d be a nonzero nonunit of D. We claim that dD has finitely many minimal primes. Suppose on the contrary that dD has infinitely many minimal primes: for such a minimal prime Q, we have two cases (i) Q ∩ S = ∅ or (ii) Q ∩ S = ∅.
In case (i) for every minimal prime Q of dD, QD (S) = Q+XD S [X] is a minimal prime over dD (S) . But as D (S) is pre-Krull, there can be only finitely many minimal primes of dD (S) . Consequently, there are only finitely many minimal primes Q of dD with Q ∩ S = ∅. In case (ii) Q ∩ S = ∅, then QD S is a minimal prime of dD S and so QD S [X] is a minimal prime of dD S [X]. But dD S [X] has a finite number of minimal primes, because D S [X] is pre-Krull, a contradiction. Proof. This follows Lemma 3.7, Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 3.9.
The following is an example of D and D S [X] both URD's without D (S) being a URD.
Example 3.11. Let V be a discrete rank two valuation domain with principal maximal ideal m. Set p = m n (such that V p is a DVR). Then R = V + XV p [X] is a non-URD pre-Krull domain with V and V p [X] both URD's.
We show that t -Spec(R) is not treed. For this we note that the maximal ideal m + XV p [X] of R contains two prime ideals P 1 = XV p [X] and P 2 = pV p [X] ∩ R. Both P 1 and P 2 are t -ideals because they are contractions of two t-ideals of V p [X] = R V \p . Since, in V p [X], both pV p [X] and XV p [X] are distinct principal prime ideals and hence incomparable, P 1 and P 2 are incomparable. is not in general a URD. We next give a partial answer to when the converse is true.
Recall that a t-prime ideal P of a domain R is well-behaved if P R P is a t-prime of R P and that R is well-behaved if each t-prime of R is well-behaved [38] . Clearly, if P is a well behaved t-prime such that P ∩ S = ∅, then P D S is a t-prime. Proof. Suppose that D (S) is a URD. Since a PVMD is a well behaved domain [38] , that D is a URD follows from Remark 3. . So D (S) not being a generalized Krull domain would require that there is a prime t-ideal P such that (P 2 ) t = P . If P ∩ S = ∅ then P = p + XD S [X] = pD (S) for some t-prime ideal p of D with p ∩ S = ∅ (Lemma 3.7). Now P 2 = p 2 + XD S [X] and again by Lemma 3. 
